


POSIX STANDARDS



BACKGROUND



Invented in 1988 (designated as IEEE 1003)

Portable Operating System Interface

Compatible OS: ANDROID, HP/IX, macOS, Solaris etc... 

BACKGROUND



The family of the standards defined by IEEE for the

system and application development

Described about the interfaces and the API's.

What is Portability ?

What is Operating System?

What is Interface?

POSIX STANDARDS



What is PORTABILITY ?

  

Portability means reusability of the similar source code in
the various environments or platforms.



What is Operating System?

An Operating System (OS) is a software that acts as an
interface between computer hardware components and the
user.
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An interface is a shared boundary across which two or more
separate components of a computer system exchange information.
The exchange can be between software, computer hardware,
peripheral devices, humans, and combinations of these.

What is Interface?



A standard is a set of specifications for hardware or
software, agreed upon by academic and industry
contributors.

A standard makes it possible for many manufacturers
to create products that are compatible with one
another. 

A technical standard is an established norm or
requirement for a repeatable technical task.

Standards



C API

CLI Utilities

Shell Language 

Environment Variables

File directory

Command Line API utilities

What the Posix standards are about ?
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POSIX.1 C



POSIX.1  C

The Posix compatible version of standard C library.

Extended features than ISO C

 Mostly used for system designing

No restriction of language in development

Contains extra headers 



Extra Headers in Posix C 
<pthread.h> = Header having structures and datatypes regarding thread
creation, destruction and many methods. 
<sys/wait.h> =Has functions to return the status of the system and process
to exit, wait, abort etc. 
<fcntl.h> = Has file descriptor functions for sockets creation, destruction,
bind(), listen(), open(), close()  
<assert.h> = Has the preprocessors of assert method. If assert method
gets false signal, process will be terminated. 





POSIX FILE SYSTEM 



Posix compliant file systems work with directories containing files. 

Path names are case sensitive. 

Forward slash / are used to differntiate among the files.

File descriptors are used to locate or perform application on files. 

Very similar to file system in Linux distros. 

Posix File System





POSIX SHELL & UTILITY



API and command line shells and utilities interface

 Shell is command language interpreter

Rules for command language are defined

sh is posix compliant shell used in Unix.

examples... zsh, ksh, bash, fish

POSIX Shells and Utilities
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c.Describing the files in directories 

d.  gcc <program_name> -o ... 
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POSIX THREADS



POSIX Thread Management 

Regardless of the programming language a parallel execution of processes

is possible.

Thread is flow of the work, many of which can be executed simultaneously.

<pthread.h> is the header file inwhich all interfaces regarding this are

written 

Threads are necessary in execution of program and management of stack

and heap 



How Thread Works ? 



POSIX SYSTEM CALLS 



Let's Know System Calls
What is meant by system calls.

Routine (Methods) called by program to get specific service from

the kernel.

Example : fork(),wait(),pause(),sleep(),exec(),open(),read()etc.

Example to know the flow of system call



Acquire Input
Filename

Write Prompt to
Screen

Accept Input

Acquire Output
Filename

Write Prompt to
ScreenAccept Input

Open Input File
ABORT if not Exist

Create Output File
If Exist, ABORT

Read from Input File
Write to Output File

Close Output File
Terminate

Source
Destination



LINK OF THE RECORDING

https://walchandsangli-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/anil_surve_walchandsangli_onmicrosoft_com/EWD1MYt61sxKvAtXHKIMi5UBrmMtcVKGBQ0k6jbTGgsLZQ?e=VN9Odz

